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ABSTRACT

Background: C-reactive protein (CRP) is an acute phase reactant and has been proved to be a 
significant predictor of future cardiovascular events. Recent studies have demonstrated a correlation 
between periodontitis and elevated CRP levels. However, comparison between the levels of CRP 
in two main forms of periodontitis is ambiguous. This study aims at determining and comparing the 
relative levels of serum CRP in aggressive and chronic periodontitis patients.
Materials and Methods: A total of 240 systemically healthy subjects were divided into three 
groups of 80 based on having generalized aggressive periodontitis, chronic generalized periodontitis 
and non-periodontitis (NP; controls). Venous blood samples were collected for quantitative CRP 
analysis using turbidimetric immunoassay.
Results: Mean CRP levels were significantly greater in both generalized aggressive periodontitis 
(7.49±2.31 mg/l) and chronic generalized periodontitis (4.88±1.80 mg/l) groups as compared to NP 
(0.68±0.23 mg/l) controls. Moreover, CRP levels were significantly higher in aggressive periodontitis 
as compared to chronic periodontitis patients. Also, CRP levels positively correlated with the 
amount of periodontal destruction as measured by probing depth and clinical attachment loss for 
both chronic generalized periodontitis and generalized aggressive periodontitis.
Conclusion: Findings of the present study indicated that periodontitis should be of particular 
concern in younger individuals, where elevated levels of CRP may contribute to early or more 
rapid cardiovascular disease in susceptible patients. Thus, further research should be carried out 
at a community level to ascertain these findings.
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INTRODUCTION

Periodontitis is a destructive inflammatory disease 
of supporting tissues of teeth. The host responds to 
periodontal infections with an array of events involving 
both innate and adaptive immunities. Although 
periodontitis is chronic in nature, acute-phase elements 
are also parts of the innate immunity in periodontitis 

and confirm that systemic inflammation is present in 
periodontitis. The acute-phase reactants have pro-
inflammatory properties; they activate complement 
factors, neutralize invasive pathogens and stimulate 
repair and regeneration of variety of tissues. The acute-
phase reactants that have received the most attention 
are C-reactive protein (CRP), plasminogen activator 
1 and fibrinogen. CRP, in particular, has been the 
focus of attention as a key marker of atherosclerosis 
and elevated levels constitute a risk predictor for 
cardiovascular disease (CVD).[1] 

CRP is an acute-phase reactant that is produced in 
response to diverse inflammatory stimuli including 
heat, trauma, infection and hypoxia. It is synthesized 
by the liver in response to inflammatory cytokines 
like interleukin IL-6, IL-1 and tumor necrosis factor 
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(TNF)-α. CRP plays a key role in the innate immune 
response and is easily measured due to its long plasma 
half-life (12–18 hours). Thus, CRP levels provide 
useful information for the diagnosis, monitoring and 
therapy of the inflammatory process and associated 
disease. Importantly, CRP is currently regarded as a 
biomarker of systemic inflammation.[2]

The International Workshop for Classification of 
Periodontal Diseases and Conditions by American 
Academy of Periodontology (1999) revised the 
classification of periodontal diseases. Accordingly, 
periodontal diseases are classified into three main 
forms – chronic periodontitis, aggressive periodontitis 
and periodontitis as the manifestation of systemic 
disease. Aggressive periodontitis comprises a group 
of rare (≈1% of population), rapidly progressing form 
of periodontitis, characterized by severe destruction 
of periodontal attachment apparatus at an early age. 
Chronic periodontitis is recognized as the most frequent, 
slowly progressing form of periodontitis. Its onset may 
be at any age, with prevalence and severity of the 
disease increasing with age. It may affect a variable 
number of teeth and has variable rates of progression.[3]

Recently, it has been found that patients with 
periodontal infections show elevated CRP levels 
compared to periodontally healthy individuals.[4- 6] 
Most studies to date have included patients with 
chronic periodontitis and few investigators have 
studied CRP levels in subjects with aggressive 
periodontitis. Since both forms of periodontitis show 
disparity in the rate of progression, the effect of 
chronic and aggressive periodontitis on CRP levels 
seems to be an appealing area of research.

Thus, the present study was undertaken to determine 
the relative levels of serum CRP and compare them in 
aggressive and chronic periodontitis patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Patient selection and clinical examination
The Institutional Review Board (IRB), Bagalkot, 
Karnataka, India, approved the study and an informed 
consent was obtained from all patients before the 
start of study. The subjects were examined in the, 
Department of Periodontics, P. M. N. M. Dental 
College and Hospital, Bagalkot, Karnataka, India. 
Following complete medical and dental examination, 
240 individuals were selected for the study. Subjects 
were placed into three groups according to the 
following definitions:

Non-periodontitis controls
This group comprised 80 patients with the following:
• No evidence of attachment loss 
• Gingival inflammation may be present in variable 

degrees of severity

Generalized aggressive periodontitis
This group comprised 80 patients with the following:
• Probing depth (PD) of ≥5 mm and/or clinical 

attachment loss (CAL) on eight or more teeth, 
at least three of which were not first molars and 
incisors with varying degree of disease severity

• With rapid rate of disease progression
• Deposits being inconsistent with disease severity
• Mostly under 30 years of age
• Familial aggregation

Chronic generalized periodontitis patients
This group comprised 80 patients with the following:
• PD of ≥5 mm and/or CAL in more than 8 teeth 

with varying degree of disease severity
• Local factors concomitant with the amount of 

destruction
• With moderate rate of progression

Dental examination consisted of oral hygiene index 
simplified (OHI-S), gingival index (GI), PD and 
CAL measurements using William’s graduated 
periodontal probe and an orthopantomogram (OPG). 
All the selected subjects were systemically healthy 
and none had received periodontal treatment 
and antibiotic therapy for at least 6 months prior 
to sampling and recording. Active smokers and 
subjects with systemic diseases like diabetes, 
arthritis, CVD, etc. were excluded from the study. 
Also, pregnant and lactating females were excluded 
from the study.

Quantitative determination of CRP
Serum levels of CRP were quantified using 
turbidimetric immunoassay according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Kit used was 
“TURBILYTE-CRP” (Tulip diagnostics, Goa, India) 
which had a detection limit of 0.5 mg/l and measuring 
range of 0–22 mg/l.

Method
Turbidimetric immunoassay is based on the principle 
of agglutination reaction. Only serum should be used 
for testing. If delay in testing occurs, store samples 
at 2°C–8°C. Turbid or particulate serum samples are 
clarified by centrifugation at 2000 rpm for 15 minutes. 
Use only clear supernatant for testing.
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Statistical analysis
Data were presented as mean, standard deviation 
(SD) and 95% confidence interval (CI) of the mean 
difference. Comparison of three groups (CGP, 
GAP, and NP) with respect to CRP values was 
done by one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
Comparison of three groups (CGP, GAP, and 
NP) with respect to CRP values was done using 
Student’s unpaired t-test. Correlation between 
variables was found by using Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient “r”, and all levels of significance were 
set at P<0.05.

RESULTS

The patients’ characteristics of the three groups 
are summarized in Table 1. The GAP, CGP and 
NP groups depicted a mean age of 25.53±2.26, 
39.80±6.96 and 33.13±5.59 years, respectively. 
The CGP group shows poor oral hygiene as well 
as higher gingival inflammation compared to GAP 
and NP groups. The mean value of PD (mm) was 
found to be 5.44±0.71 in GAP group and 4.56±0.27 
in CGP group. The mean value of CAL (mm) was 
found to be 3.1±0.31 in GAP group and 1.59±0.64 
in CGP group.

The mean CRP (mg/l) levels for the GAP, CGP and 
NP groups, as seen in Table 2 and Figure 1, were 
7.49±2.31, 4.88±1.80 and 0.68±0.23, respectively. 
CRP values of the three patient groups were 
significantly different from each other, with CRP 
levels in the GAP group greater than those in the 
CGP group, which were in turn greater than those in 
the NP subjects.

Furthermore, comparison of three groups (CGP, GAP, 
and NP) with respect to CRP values by one-way 
ANOVA showed statistical significance (P<0.0001), 

as seen in Table 3. Also, pairwise comparison of all 
three groups with respect to CRP values by Student’s 
unpaired t-test [Table 4] illustrated statistical 
significance.

Table 1: Subject characteristics
Characteristics GAP CGP NP
Sample size (n) 80 80 80
Male/female 43/37 51/29 37/43
Age (years) 25.53±2.26 39.8±6.96 33.13±5.59
OHI-S 2.82±0.36 4.23±0.79 1.97±0.15
GI 1.65±0.47 1.89±0.29 1.12±0.33
PD (mm) 5.44±0.71 4.56±0.27
CAL (mm) 3.12±0.31 1.59±0.64

OHI-S: Oral hygiene index simplified, GI: Gingival index, PD: Probing depth, 
CAL: Clinical attachment loss, GAP: Generalized aggressive periodontitis, 
CGP: Chronic generalized periodontitis, NP: Non-periodontitis controls 

Table 2: Mean CRP (mg/l) levels in three groups 
(GAP, CGP, NP)

Mean (mg/l) SD
GAP 7.49 2.31
CGP 4.88 1.8
NP 0.68 0.23

SD: Standard deviation, GAP: Generalized aggressive periodontitis, CGP: 
Chronic generalized periodontitis, NP: Non-periodontitis controls, CRP: 
C-reactive protein

Table 3: Comparison of three groups (generalized 
aggressive periodontitis, chronic generalized 
periodontitis and non-periodontitis controls) with 
respect to C-reactive protein values by one-way ANOVA
Source of 
variation

Degrees of 
freedom

Sum of 
squares

Mean sum 
of squares

F value P value

Between groups 2 354.1410 177.0705 61.5549 <0.0001
Within groups 42 120.8184 2.8766
Total 44 474.9594

ANOVA

Table 4: Pairwise comparison of three groups 
(generalized aggressive periodontitis, chronic 
generalized periodontitis and non-periodontitis 
controls) with respect to C-reactive protein values 
by Student’s unpaired t-test
Group Mean SD t value P value
CGP 4.8767 1.7957 −3.4513 0.0018

GAP 7.4867 2.3138

CGP 4.8767 1.7957 8.9867 <0.0001

NP 0.6767 0.2273

GAP 7.4867 2.3138 11.3445 <0.0001

NP 0.6767 0.2273

GAP: Generalized aggressive periodontitis, CGP: Chronic generalized 
periodontitis, NP: Non-periodontitis controls, SD: Standard deviation
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Figure 1: Comparison of three groups (generalized aggressive 
periodontitis, chronic generalized periodontitis and non-
periodontitis controls) with respect to mean C-reactive protein 
(mg/l) values
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Correlation coefficient between CRP and PD was 
0.9853, and between CRP and CAL was 0.8484 in 
CGP [Table 5]. They were significantly correlated and 
both the parameters increased with increasing CRP 
levels, thus indicating a positive correlation [Figures 2 
and 3]. Correlation coefficient between CRP and PD 
was 0.9682, and between CRP and CAL was 0.9672 
in GAP [Table 5]. Again, they were significantly 
correlated and all the parameters increased with 
increasing CRP levels, thus indicating a positive 
correlation [Figures 4 and 5].

DISCUSSION

Periodontal disease is a chronic inflammatory 
destruction of tissues surrounding the teeth, caused 
by specific anaerobic pathogens contained in dental 
plaque organized on the tooth surfaces. Two major 
types of periodontal diseases are recognized: chronic 
periodontitis, which has a major prevalence in adults 
with a slow pattern of progression, and aggressive 
periodontitis, a less common type generally affecting 
young patients with rapid periodontal destruction that 
may result in tooth loss with esthetic, functional and 
psychological problems.

CRP is an acute-phase reactant protein synthesized by 
the liver in response to the inflammatory cytokines, 
IL-6, IL-1, and TNF-α. Circulating CRP levels are 
markers of systemic inflammation and are associated 
with periodontal disease.[7] Also of significance are 
the results of prospective longitudinal trials which 
indicate that this marker appears to be a useful 
predictor for future cardiovascular events in a variety 
of population.[8]

The present study evaluated CRP levels in chronic 
and aggressive periodontitis patients. All the subjects 
included in the study were systemically healthy 
and all the other risk factors for periodontitis were 
excluded. The subject characteristics are mentioned 

Table 5: Correlation coefficient between C-reactive 
protein, probing depth, and clinical attachment 
loss levels in chronic generalized periodontitis and 
generalized aggressive periodontitis
Variables CRP levels

CGP GAP
PD 0.9853* 0.9682*
CAL 0.8484* 0.9672*

*Significant at 0.05% level (P<0.05), CPR: C-reactive protein, PD: Probing 
depth, CAL: Clinical attachment loss, CGP: Chronic generalized periodontitis, 
GAP: Generalized aggressive periodontitis
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Figure 2: Correlation between C-reactive protein (mg/l) and 
probing depth (mm) in chronic generalized periodontitis
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Figure 4: Correlation between C-reactive protein (mg/l) and 
PD (mm) in generalized aggressive periodontitis

Correlation between CRP (mg/l) with CAL (mm) in CGP
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Figure 3: Correlation between C-reactive protein (mg/l) and 
clinical attachment loss (mm) in chronic generalized periodontitis

Correlation between CRP (mg/l) with CAL (mm) in GAP
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Figure 5: Correlation between C-reactive protein (mg/l) and clinical 
attachment loss (mm) in generalized aggressive periodontitis
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in Table 1. The mean CRP (mg/l) level for chronic 
periodontitis patients was 4.88±1.8 mg/l and for 
aggressive periodontitis patients was 7.49±2.3 mg/l, 
as compared to the control group with 0.68±0.23 mg/l 
as seen in Table 2. Comparison of three groups (CGP, 
GAP, and NP) with respect to CRP values by one-way 
ANOVA showed statistical significance (P<0.0001) as 
observed in Table 3.

The pairwise comparison of the three groups with 
respect to CRP values showed statistical significance 
with P=0.0018 for chronic periodontitis patients and 
for aggressive periodontitis patients, P<0.0001 for 
chronic periodontitis group and control group, and 
P<0.0001 for aggressive periodontitis patients and 
control group [Table 4]. These results are similar to 
those of studies which concluded that CRP levels in 
chronic periodontitis patients are higher than those of 
NP controls.[5,6,9] Similarly, another study concluded 
that CRP levels were elevated in aggressive 
periodontitis as compared to NP controls.[2] Here, 
we assessed CRP levels in chronic and aggressive 
periodontitis patients and compared them in both 
the groups. CRP levels were significantly higher in 
both the groups as compared to the controls, with the 
levels in chronic periodontitis group lying in between 
those of controls and aggressive periodontitis group. 

The correlation coefficient between CRP levels 
and PD as well as CAL in CGP was found to be 
significant. With increasing mean PD and CAL, 
we could observe increase in CRP levels [Figures 
2 and 3]. These findings are at par with those of a 
study done by James et al.[10] They reported positive 
association between periodontitis extent and CRP 
levels in terms of PD and CAL.

As in CGP, the correlation coefficient between CRP 
levels, and PD and CAL in GAP showed statistical 
significance. As the PD and CAL increased, the CRP 
levels were found to be increasing [Figures 3 and 4]. 
Also, PD showed maximum significance amongst all 
the parameters measured. These results are analogous 
to those reported by Salzberg et al.[2] They established 
a positive relationship between elevated CRP levels, 
and PD and CAL.

Both PD and CAL are helpful in measuring the 
severity and extent of periodontitis. They depict 
the periodontal destruction caused by periodontal 
pathogens and their products. These pathogens not 
only cause local inflammation and tissue destruction, 
but are also involved in systemic inflammation and 

immune responses. Thus, as the severity and extent of 
periodontal disease increase, the systemic component 
of inflammation also increases. This may be seen 
as increased production of CRP due to activation of 
cascade of inflammatory cytokine production in the 
presence of bacteria and bacterial products.[6]

Periodontitis is a mixed infection of supporting tissues 
of the teeth; dental plaque harbors many putative 
pathogens. Once the disease sets in, the subgingival 
tissues become inflamed and ulcerated. This provides 
a pathway for bacteria and bacterial products, such 
as lipopolysaccharide (LPS), as well as locally 
produced pro-inflammatory cytokines which enter the 
systemic circulation. Subsequently, the systemically 
dispersed bacteria and LPS, as well as cytokines 
from periodontal lesion, may stimulate hepatocytes to 
produce elevated CRP levels.[5]

The CRP levels in GAP were much higher compared 
to those in CGP as well as NP. This indicates that 
rapid alveolar bone destruction in GAP in the presence 
of cytokines must be adding to systemic inflammatory 
burden.

Also, these findings suggest that whenever there is 
an increase in PD and CAL, the serum CRP levels 
are raised. These findings are consistent with those 
of a study which established that CAL and PD were 
positively associated with CRP.[10] Similar results were 
found in another study, in which Lim et al concluded 
that CRP was a significant predictor of sites with 
PD ≥5 mm and could be a potential risk marker in 
periodontal destruction.[11] Thus, serum CRP levels 
can be a possible marker to depict active periodontal 
destruction and can differentiate progressive disease 
from a quiescent one.

These findings point to an association between rapidity 
of periodontal destruction and systemic inflammatory 
response as measured by serum CRP levels. Thus, 
periodontitis as a chronic infection may contribute 
to increase the burden of inflammatory markers like 
CRP. Lately, many studies have investigated the 
effect of periodontal treatment on serum CRP levels 
and reported a reduction in CRP levels following 
periodontal therapy.[12,13]

Recently, CRP has been proved to be the strongest 
and most significant predictor of future cardiovascular 
events.[6,14,15] The results of the present study suggest that 
elevated CRP levels in periodontitis patients can possibly 
contribute at least in part to the increased risk for CVD. 
This may be of particular concern in younger individuals, 
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as represented by GAP patients where elevated levels of 
CRP due to periodontitis may contribute to early or more 
rapid CVD in susceptible patients.

CONCLUSION

Thus, there is a complementary need to recognize 
that apparently healthy individuals may be having 
extensive periodontal disease, which might be adding 
to systemic inflammation. Hence, periodontal disease 
assessment and its treatment should be instituted in 
current health programs to improve the overall health 
status of an individual. It should be noted, however, 
that an additional study in larger samples of patients 
might further investigate and confirm this idea.
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